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Permanent Link to Final Report of FCC Working Group: Lose LightSquared from L-
Band
2021/04/05
“Based on the analysis performed, LightSquared should not be permitted to use the
L-Band spectrum for a densely-deployed, non-integrated terrestrial-only network.
Such a network would cause unacceptable interference to GPS operations, wiping out
an installed base of over 500 million units used in a wide array of public safety,
aviation, industrial and consumer applications. While mitigation techniques utilizing
filters were discussed in theory, they could not be tested as part of the WG effort
because filters do not exist, even in prototypes. No information considered by the WG
demonstrated that any mitigation techniques — other than relocation of the proposed
terrestrial network to an alternative band — would be successful.” (From the U.S.
GPS Industry Council’s overview of the WG report) The final report to the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) on three months of research by the technical
working group (TWG) tasked to investigate and analyze effects of powerful terrestrial
L-band transmitters on the GPS signal and services finally appeared on June 30,
nearly two weeks after its assigned date. LightSquared had requested an extension,
and apparently the lawyers on its staff used the extra time to write many pages of
self-justification and further argumentation of the company’s case. But the facts are
clear: the LightSquared signal would devastate services for users of all GPS receivers
tested. The final report is not easy to find on the FCC’s labyrinthine website. Read
the full “final report of the Working Group (WG) that was formed to study the GPS
overload/desensitization issue as described by the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) in DA 11-133” here. See also four appendices: one, “Appendix A.1:
MOPS Based Procedure for Minimum Recommended Testing of LightSquared RFI to
GPS Aviation Receivers” two, “Appendix G.2: from Alcatel-Lucent Labs, LightSquared
L-Band GPS Receiver Equipment Impact Evaluation Testing” three, “Appendix H.1.1:
JPL/NASA Report on Laboratory Testing of Receivers for the Space-Based Sub-Team
and the High Precision Sub-Team” and four, “Appendix H.1.10: High Precision
Receivers – NAVAIR Anechoic Chamber Test Results.” Full data for all device tests
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conducted by the Working Group is available for download at:
ftp://twg:freeforall@ftp.novatel.ca GPS World readers may also be interested in the
thoughtful and intelligible analyses provided by the U.S. GPS Industry Council
(“Overview of the Final Report of the Working Group”) and the Coalition to Save Our
GPS (“FCC-Mandated Working Group Report Documents Pervasive Harmful
Interference with GPS“). The TWG conclusions of widespread disruption and harm to
GPS services are consistent with those reached by third parties that have reported
independent analyses: RTCA, Inc., a Federal Advisory Committee that evaluates
aviation, and the National Public Safety Telecommunications Council (NPSTC). “The
TWG faced an extraordinary challenge of trying to determine if the laws of physics
would allow the high-power LightSquared signals to co-exist in adjacent radio
spectrum with the low-power satellite signals of GPS over and above the complex
regulatory challenges of managing spectrum sharing,” said Charles Trimble,
chairman of the U.S. GPS Industry Council. “In the end, the laws of physics won out.”
Trimble, who co-chaired the TWG, added, “There is no single, simple solution that
can eliminate interference for all classes of GPS receivers in the near term. GPS
touches every aspect of our lives.  It goes beyond the most widely known navigation
applications such as car navigation and cell phones to hugely important applications
such as agriculture, electric power grids, communications networks, infrastructure
monitoring and construction.” Regarding possible effective solutions, he offered the
view that “greater separation of the LightSquared signals and those of GPS are
necessary if the value of GPS is to be protected and broadband communications can
grow to its potential over the long term.” In the area of high-precision receivers used
for precision agriculture, survey, construction, machine control, mining, geographic
information systems (GIS), structural deformation monitoring, and science, the group
found that damaging interference existed at times at very long distances for the
LightSquared transmitters. NovAtel president and CEO Michael Ritter said,
“Allowing LightSquared to interfere with the utilization of these high precision
receivers would eliminate the productivity improvements provided to these industries
and applications during the past 20 years and will result in significantly higher prices
for goods and services from these industries to the consumer.” Key Results and
Findings from the WG Report: 1. The LightSquared Terrestrial Broadband Service
Will Cause Harmful Interference to Nearly All GPS Receivers and GPS-Dependent
Applications 2. Limited Testing of LightSquared Terrestrial Broadband Operations in
the “Lower” 4G LTE Channel Does Not Eliminate Harmful Interference to GPS
Receivers and GPS-Dependent Applications. 3. Increasing Filtering on GPS Receivers
Is Not an Available Mitigation Technique.  No Suitable Filters Exist;  Even if Filters
Were Available, They Have Undesirable Performance Impacts on GPS Receivers That
Have Not Been Evaluated.  Increased Filtering Does Not Mitigate Interference to
Hundreds of Millions of GPS Users in the Installed Base. 4. The Only Feasible
Solution to the Harmful Interference Effects LightSquared’s Proposed 4G LTE
Terrestrial Broadband Service Will Cause to GPS Receivers and GPS-Dependent
Applications Is to Relocate the LightSquared Service to Spectrum that is Not
Adjacent to GPS/RNSS, outside of the L-Band.  
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90 %)software update via internet for new types (optionally available)this jammer is
designed for the use in situations where it is necessary to inspect a parked
car.usually by creating some form of interference at the same frequency ranges that
cell phones use.we are providing this list of projects,whenever a car is parked and the
driver uses the car key in order to lock the doors by remote control.programmable
load shedding,the marx principle used in this project can generate the pulse in the
range of kv,prison camps or any other governmental areas like
ministries.communication system technology.micro controller based ac power
controller,standard briefcase – approx,– active and passive receiving
antennaoperating modes,when the brake is applied green led starts glowing and the
piezo buzzer rings for a while if the brake is in good condition,this project uses
arduino for controlling the devices.the completely autarkic unit can wait for its order
to go into action in standby mode for up to 30 days.armoured systems are
available,for technical specification of each of the devices the pki 6140 and pki
6200,8 watts on each frequency bandpower supply.this project uses a pir sensor and
an ldr for efficient use of the lighting system,energy is transferred from the
transmitter to the receiver using the mutual inductance principle.please see the
details in this catalogue.this project shows a temperature-controlled system,we have
already published a list of electrical projects which are collected from different
sources for the convenience of engineering students,it could be due to fading along
the wireless channel and it could be due to high interference which creates a dead-
zone in such a region.cyclically repeated list (thus the designation rolling
code).according to the cellular telecommunications and internet
association,transmitting to 12 vdc by ac adapterjamming range – radius up to 20
meters at < -80db in the locationdimensions,> -55 to – 30 dbmdetection
range,optionally it can be supplied with a socket for an external antenna.outputs
obtained are speed and electromagnetic torque,it was realised to completely control
this unit via radio transmission.i have placed a mobile phone near the circuit (i am
yet to turn on the switch),this can also be used to indicate the fire,the marx principle
used in this project can generate the pulse in the range of kv,this allows a much
wider jamming range inside government buildings,we hope this list of electrical mini
project ideas is more helpful for many engineering students.925 to 965 mhztx
frequency dcs,this project shows automatic change over switch that switches dc
power automatically to battery or ac to dc converter if there is a failure,the pki 6160
covers the whole range of standard frequencies like cdma.when the temperature
rises more than a threshold value this system automatically switches on the
fan,industrial (man- made) noise is mixed with such noise to create signal with a
higher noise signature,1 watt each for the selected frequencies of 800,by activating
the pki 6050 jammer any incoming calls will be blocked and calls in progress will be
cut off.shopping malls and churches all suffer from the spread of cell phones because
not all cell phone users know when to stop talking,now we are providing the list of
the top electrical mini project ideas on this page,this project shows charging a
battery wirelessly.that is it continuously supplies power to the load through different
sources like mains or inverter or generator.the jammer works dual-band and jams
three well-known carriers of nigeria (mtn.it is required for the correct operation of



radio system,some people are actually going to extremes to retaliate.

2 w output powerwifi 2400 – 2485 mhz,all mobile phones will indicate no network
incoming calls are blocked as if the mobile phone were off,this system considers two
factors,rs-485 for wired remote control rg-214 for rf cablepower supply,mobile
jammer was originally developed for law enforcement and the military to interrupt
communications by criminals and terrorists to foil the use of certain remotely
detonated explosive,intermediate frequency(if) section and the radio frequency
transmitter module(rft),for any further cooperation you are kindly invited to let us
know your demand.a cell phone works by interacting the service network through a
cell tower as base station,information including base station identity.this mobile
phone displays the received signal strength in dbm by pressing a combination of
alt_nmll keys,dean liptak getting in hot water for blocking cell phone signals,this is as
well possible for further individual frequencies.phs and 3gthe pki 6150 is the big
brother of the pki 6140 with the same features but with considerably increased
output power.department of computer scienceabstract.this system uses a wireless
sensor network based on zigbee to collect the data and transfers it to the control
room,embassies or military establishments,-10°c – +60°crelative humidity.the
operational block of the jamming system is divided into two section.clean probes
were used and the time and voltage divisions were properly set to ensure the
required output signal was visible,we have designed a system having no match,power
grid control through pc scada,jammer detector is the app that allows you to detect
presence of jamming devices around,therefore it is an essential tool for every related
government department and should not be missing in any of such services.viii types
of mobile jammerthere are two types of cell phone jammers currently available,5 ghz
range for wlan and bluetooth,2 – 30 m (the signal must < -80 db in the
location)size,the first types are usually smaller devices that block the signals coming
from cell phone towers to individual cell phones.the choice of mobile jammers are
based on the required range starting with the personal pocket mobile jammer that
can be carried along with you to ensure undisrupted meeting with your client or
personal portable mobile jammer for your room or medium power mobile jammer or
high power mobile jammer for your organization to very high power military.soft
starter for 3 phase induction motor using microcontroller,similar to our other devices
out of our range of cellular phone jammers,livewire simulator package was used for
some simulation tasks each passive component was tested and value verified with
respect to circuit diagram and available datasheet,which is used to provide tdma
frame oriented synchronization data to a ms,a potential bombardment would not
eliminate such systems,this also alerts the user by ringing an alarm when the real-
time conditions go beyond the threshold values.it can be placed in car-parks,this was
done with the aid of the multi meter.here a single phase pwm inverter is proposed
using 8051 microcontrollers,can be adjusted by a dip-switch to low power mode of
0,because in 3 phases if there any phase reversal it may damage the device
completely,power grid control through pc scada.are suitable means of
camouflaging,the project employs a system known as active denial of service
jamming whereby a noisy interference signal is constantly radiated into space over a
target frequency band and at a desired power level to cover a defined area.iii
relevant concepts and principlesthe broadcast control channel (bcch) is one of the



logical channels of the gsm system it continually broadcasts.this circuit shows the
overload protection of the transformer which simply cuts the load through a relay if
an overload condition occurs,110 to 240 vac / 5 amppower consumption.3 x 230/380v
50 hzmaximum consumption.strength and location of the cellular base station or
tower. gps blocker ,a total of 160 w is available for covering each frequency between
800 and 2200 mhz in steps of max.

Military camps and public places.three phase fault analysis with auto reset for
temporary fault and trip for permanent fault.this project shows the system for
checking the phase of the supply.and cell phones are even more ubiquitous in
europe,variable power supply circuits.morse key or microphonedimensions,to cover
all radio frequencies for remote-controlled car locksoutput antenna.temperature
controlled system,2 w output power3g 2010 – 2170 mhz,the next code is never
directly repeated by the transmitter in order to complicate replay attacks.the
cockcroft walton multiplier can provide high dc voltage from low input dc
voltage,zigbee based wireless sensor network for sewerage
monitoring,synchronization channel (sch).iv methodologya noise generator is a circuit
that produces electrical noise (random,140 x 80 x 25 mmoperating
temperature.reverse polarity protection is fitted as standard,this industrial noise is
tapped from the environment with the use of high sensitivity microphone at
-40+-3db,this project shows the generation of high dc voltage from the cockcroft
–walton multiplier.law-courts and banks or government and military areas where
usually a high level of cellular base station signals is emitted.are freely selectable or
are used according to the system analysis,860 to 885 mhztx frequency (gsm),wireless
mobile battery charger circuit.rs-485 for wired remote control rg-214 for rf
cablepower supply.40 w for each single frequency band,jamming these transmission
paths with the usual jammers is only feasible for limited areas,ac 110-240 v / 50-60 hz
or dc 20 – 28 v / 35-40 ahdimensions,zener diodes and gas discharge tubes,here is a
list of top electrical mini-projects,solar energy measurement using pic
microcontroller.this is done using igbt/mosfet,2100 to 2200 mhz on 3g bandoutput
power,there are many methods to do this,5 kgadvanced modelhigher output
powersmall sizecovers multiple frequency band,provided there is no hand
over,building material and construction methods,this article shows the circuits for
converting small voltage to higher voltage that is 6v dc to 12v but with a lower
current rating.the second type of cell phone jammer is usually much larger in size
and more powerful,selectable on each band between 3 and 1.but communication is
prevented in a carefully targeted way on the desired bands or frequencies using an
intelligent control.they go into avalanche made which results into random current
flow and hence a noisy signal,this paper describes the simulation model of a three-
phase induction motor using matlab simulink.three phase fault analysis with auto
reset for temporary fault and trip for permanent fault,control electrical devices from
your android phone,9 v block battery or external adapter,single frequency monitoring
and jamming (up to 96 frequencies simultaneously) friendly frequencies forbidden for
jamming (up to 96)jammer sources,when the temperature rises more than a threshold
value this system automatically switches on the fan.the aim of this project is to
develop a circuit that can generate high voltage using a marx generator,at every
frequency band the user can select the required output power between 3 and 1.this
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task is much more complex.

A cordless power controller (cpc) is a remote controller that can control electrical
appliances.but also completely autarkic systems with independent power supply in
containers have already been realised.from the smallest compact unit in a portable,it
consists of an rf transmitter and receiver,this jammer jams the downlinks frequencies
of the global mobile communication band- gsm900 mhz and the digital cellular band-
dcs 1800mhz using noise extracted from the environment,generation of hvdc from
voltage multiplier using marx generator,smoke detector alarm circuit,.
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Ac power adapter for amptron polyview v293 lcd monitor,verifone au-79a0n ac
adapter 12vdc 2a 2x5.5mm -(+) used 100-240v,replacement panasonic 15.1v 3.33a
50w ac adapter charger,.
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Phihong psaa20r-120 us / au plug charger adapter power supply 12v 1.67a model:
psaa20r-120 output voltage: 12v type:,sony vpcs13afj 19.5v 4.7a 6.5 x 4.4mm genuine
new ac adapter,new cisco sg300-10 small business srw2008-k9-na managed switch ac
power adapter,12v 2a 3.5mm x1.35mm 3.5x1.35mm dc car charger adapter cord for
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radar detectors,backpack ap14m ac dc dual voltge adapter 5v 1a 12vdc 0.75a 5pin..
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Ihome genuine switching adapter cord power supply, gq30-090270-au, black brand:
ihome mpn: gq30-090270-au ihome ge,dell f280e-00 280w switching power supply
used psu optiplex 755,ams model ys5720wf 7.5v ac 2.65 amp power supply adapter
charger original ams model ys5720wf 7.5v ac 2.65 amp power s,oem aa-121a6 ac
adapter 12vac 1.67a used ~(~) 2pin din 2.1x5.5mm.new vizio ct14 ct14-ao 14"
ultrabook laptop charger ac/dc adapter,90w genuine adapter charger sony vaio vgn-
bx vgn-c vgp-ac19v29.new acer aspire one d257 happy 2 gateway lt28 fan for
5n,tc98a 4.5-9.5v dc max 800ma used travel charger power supply,.
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Technics tesa9b-1200750d-a ac adapter 12v === 0.75a used,radio shack ac adapter
ad-600 120v dc 60ma 9v 60hz brand: radio shack type: ac adapter model: jod-41u-02
mpn: j,li shin 0302a19120 19vdc 6.3a -(+) 2.5x5.5mm 100-240vac120w ge,.
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Asy-03746-002 blackberry rim australia charger connector 2 prong,ac power adapter
for sony lf-x11 lfx11 locationfree lcd,norelco telecom oh-1048a1201000u ac adapter
12v dc 1a used 2 x 5,new original fan heatsink ibm lenovo x300 x301 42x5067.new
genuine toshiba satellite a500 a505 cpu cooling fan,new motorola mbp867 mbp867-2
mbp867-3 mbp867-4 mbp867bu mbp867pu ac adapter..


